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Welcome
Greetings!

First and foremost, a hearty congratulations on getting this chance to be early on what we believe will be the next
big utility project in Web 3.0!

The fact that you're reading this Early Investors Whitepaper can only mean that fortune has favored you to stumble
upon our project, either through the recommendation of a trusted friend or through some marketing avenues we
chose to use.   Regardless, you are here now and that's what's important!

Compensation applications have been popular in recent months. We've got the Play2Earns, the Move2Earns, the
Read2Earns, the Watch2Earns, and whole plethora of other rewards-based systems that aim to empower users for
simply utilizing functions which they usually do, and sometimes take for granted, on a daily basis. Such is the spirit of
decentralization, which is an integral component of the Web 3.0 movement - giving the power back to the user by
making him (or her, of course) the focal point of every undertaking.

This is the core concept of Tikky Inu - to harness the huge userbase of one of the most ubiquitous social media
platforms today by paying them for something they love to do: upload TikTok videos. Given the large number of
TikTok signees, the success of our project, in our humble estimation, is more than guaranteed. With millions of
TikTokers and with hundreds of thousands of videos uploaded every hour, we are very confident that the app we
want to launch will thrive. Furthermore, with the sheer volume of activity that we are anticipating, the token that will
govern its implementation will likewise benefit immensely. The numbers do not lie. Statistics favor us.

In the pages to come, you will get to know what Tikky Inu is all about, how it will work, its roadmap to success and
why TODAY is the best time to invest on this once-in-a-generation opportunity.

We hope that this whitepaper will enlighten you and answer all the questions you have. And if, by some chance, you'll
still have some queries, please do feel free to contact us through the channels that will be provided and we will be
more than happy to answer them for you.

Welcome aboard and let's get ready for an amazing ride ahead!

PROJECT HEAD
@KEMMMMMMMMY



THE POWER OF TIKTOK

Since its inception in 2016, TikTok has become the third biggest
social media platform in the world today. It has been
downloaded more then three billion times (on mobile, not
counting browser usages) and has registered a high of one
billion active users in 2021. In that same year, it emerged as the
most downloaded app in both the iOS and Android stores.

In July of 2022, Google published a study which stated that its
very own platform was lagging behind TikTok in terms of
number of searches made per day.

Currently, TikTok is valued at over fifty billion dollars.

Truly, the power and reach of TikTok can no longer be denied.

Web 3.0 is still in its infancy, but it's very clear that to gain the
momentum it needs to overtake the previous internet
generation, it has to leverage the might of existing technology
giants before it can establish itself as the new status quo. And
what bigger giant can there be than TikTok?



The Goal

Tikky Inu was conceptualized as a self-sustaining token that will feed on the
established userbase of TikTok and flourish side-by-side with the social media
behemoth.

To put it simply: Tikky Inu will use TikTokers to promote the project nonstop, twenty-
four hours a day, seven days a wek, to as much of the one billion TikTok users as
possible.

This can be achieved by developing a system that is viral in nature, one that
advocates rapid, exponential and continuous growth via a rewards mechanic that will
entice people to spread the word about our project by using our app.

One billion active users.

One billion potential investors.

One app that will serve as an engine which will perenially fuel social-powered
marketing.

One chart that will never run out of buys.

One investment that will always grow in value.

One complete ecosystem.



SIMPLE
SYSTEM

Users

Buys

The system is simple
but infallible.

It has never been
done before.

It aims to use what
is already there...

To fuel a juggernaut
that will never cease...

And ensure a project that
will never stop growing.

 

We will never run out
of users.

We will never run out
of marketing.

Our success will only
be bigger...

The more TikTok grows.

One billion users...

One billion potential
investors...



The
Means

Central to our plan is the Tikky Inu app, a program that will be made available on mobiles and
desktops.

Tikky Inu will reward users with $TIKKY tokens whenever they will upload videos on TikTok,
provided that our requisite parameters are met. Among, and most significant, of these
parameters is the inclusion of our required hashtag. Hashtags serve two purposes here. First,
they allow our system to find qualified uploads and register them as compensable submissions.
And second, they are key to our main objective – the unceasing marketing push on TikTok's
platform.

To register for Tikky Inu, users must download the app or visit the web version of the same. Then,
they'll have to connect their TikTok accounts and their Metamask wallets. After that, they'll be
eligible for rewards and they can start posting. Our system will be alerted every time a user posts
a video with our hashtag. Once an upload is verified, our system will immediately send the
corresponding amount of $TIKKY tokens to the user's linked wallet.

We realize that this approach will bring us an unprecedented number of new crypto investors. To
make it easy for them, we have lined up tutorials on how to trade which will be presented on our
website. Furthermore, we are also planning to launch TIKKY SWAP, our very own swapping DaPP.
The goal here is to integrate the same on our Tikky Inu app to provide users with a one-stop
solution for their trading needs.

We would like to take this time to assure you that development of the Tikky Inu application has
already started. This won't be vaporware nor an empty promise. We intend to make this a reality
and everything that shall be declared in our roadmap will be fulfilled.



Our Team Leaders

@Kemmmmmmmmy
Project Lead

@jimthegr3at
Marketing Lead

One of the most sought after BSC developers today.
A student of the legendary Seth Motta and COO of

dozens of high MC projects.  Kem will doxx on
launch to provide investors with an added level of

confidence  Kem has what it takes to carry the
project to where it is meant to be.

Callers have labeled him as BSC's best kept secret.
Before taking on the marketing lead position, Jim has

been an assistant marketer for projects that have
reached multi-million dollar MCs.  Well-connected
and passionate, you can sleep peacefully knowing

that your taxes will never go to waste.



Vision &
Values

Vision Values
To leverage the power and reach of
TikTok for the continuous growth
and development of our native
token.

To provide investors with a safe and
highly profitable platform where
they can watch their earnings
multiply.

To strive and innovate and continue
to present investors and the general
public with products that are not
copycats of existing offerings.

To be true on our word and to be
honest with every dealing, especially
with the people who have entrusted
us with their hard-earned money.

Passion.  We love what we do and
we are proud of what we have
accomplished in this space. Trust
that we will not do anything to
compromise our integrity.

Commitment.  We have a goal
and we will stop at nothing until
we achieve it. Our team was built
around individuals who don't give
up.  The road ahead will be filled
with ups and downs and we have
prepared for those by gathering
people with strong wills and
impeccable fortitude.

Community. We are aware that
we are just one half of the
equation and the success of this
project greatly depends on the
community. Thus, we will exert all
effort to build the strongest
community possible.



Tokenomics

Marketing
To ensure that the project will always
be in front of as many eyes as
possible.

Liquidity
To help protect your investments from
uncertain movements in the market.

Development
To fund the creation of our app  as well as its
maintenance.

5% 2%

2%

Total: 1 Quadrillion |  20% Rewards (Locked)  |  80% Locked  |  Max Wallet/Tx: 2%  |  Buy/Sell Tax: 9/9



VisionPhase 1 Phase 2

Team planning
 

Project kick-off
 

Website and Socials live
 

Stealth launch
 

Coin listings
 

Level 1 Marketing  (TG calls,
Twitter Post, Reddit)

 
Swap Development

Phase 3 Phase 4

The Road Ahead

Swap Live
 

CMC and CG application
 

Tiktok 2 Earn development
 

Level 2 Marketing (Tiktok
Ads, FB Ads, Instagram Ads,

and Billboards)
 

Website v2 live

Tiktok 2 Earn preview
 

Tiktok 2 Earn beta test
 

Level 3 Marketing  (Press
release, Tiktok Promos, YT
review, AMA, Newspaper

Ads)
 

CEX Listings

Team expansion
 

Tiktok 2 Earn live
 

Level 4 Marketing (Big
projects partnerships,

Billboards, Btok ads, Weibo,
WeChat, vloggers

livestream)
 

CEX listings



THANK YOU FOR READING.
 

WE HOPE THAT YOU'LL CONSIDER BEING AN
EARLY PART OF THIS BIG UNDERTAKING.

 
WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO WORKING FOR

YOU AND WITH YOU IN THE MONTHS AHEAD.
 

A MORE TECHNICAL VERSION OF THIS
WHITEPAPER WILL BE RELEASED AT THE START

OF OUR APP'S DEVELOPMENT VERY, VERY SOON

For further inquiries, you may contact
the following via Telegram:www.tikkyinu.com

@tikkyinu

@tikkyinu

tikkyinu@gmail.com

http://t.me/@Kemmmmmmmmy
https://t.me/@jimthegr3at

